The relativistic fields having opposite sign on frequency modes usually are represented as complex fields only with positive-frequency modes, but with global U(1) symmetry and a charge conjugation (C-symmetry). However, at conventional introduction of operators of antiparticles C-symmetry becomes broken and then a zero-point charge and a vacuum zero-point energy arises. The new method of quantization of relativistic fields without C-symmetry violation is developed. On an example of a complex scalar field it is shown that C-symmetry requirements impose such constraints on bilinear products of ladder operators which lead to new operator identities. They then allow to express the observables through charge-conjugate creation-annihilation operators at once in a normal-ordered form without the zeropoint energy and the zero-point charge. It is shown that a self-interaction of a complex scalar field does not change the vacuum energy. As the invariant propagators of particles and antiparticles can be chosen the retarded and advanced propagators accordingly.
Introduction
In the previous papers [1, 2] it has been shown that standard quantization rules of the positive-frequency nonrelativistic harmonic oscillator have not been adequately adapted for quantization of the systems having both positive-and negativefrequency modes. In the such systems initially there is a symmetry under interchanging of quanta of opposite sign of frequency, at which changes a sign of their Hamiltonians. After the interpretation of negative-frequency quanta as positive-frequency antiquanta with opposite sign of a charge, this symmetry transforms to the charge conjugation symmetry (C-symmetry) at which changes a sign of their charges only.
However, at usual procedures of quantization of relativistic fields there were broken both forms of this discrete symmetry. The first by a divergent zero-point energy, and the second by a divergent zero-point charge. Then, these symmetries formally became restored after the erasing of these divergent constants.
In the papers [1] a natural modification of the standard procedures of quantization has been proposed where instead of artificial hypotheses and procedures only the restrictions following from C-symmetry have been used. As the result, for the Csymmetric systems the zero-point energy and the zero-point charge disappear.
At disputes about this formalism four objections mainly have been discussed. The first one (with which all opponents began) is that the existence of the zero-point fluctuations of vacuum is experimentally proved by several effects and that this fact is conventional. The answer to this objection is that the Lamb shift and the Cazimir effect, to which they refer at this case, are exactly described by interactions of real sources without a zero-point energy of vacuum and this fact also is wellknown [1] . Moreover, most of consecutive thinking authors noted that, if the zeropoint energy would really exists, it would lead to a catastrophic inconsistency between particle physics and cosmology. Thus, the experiments testify about lack, instead of existence, of the zero-point fluctuations of vacuum, so the problem is how to coincide this fact with principles of quantum field theory.
The second objection was about the using of negative-frequency states which would have a negative norm. This objection disappears if initially we introduce operators of antiparticles by a way, as it is accepted in theories of relativistic fields. In the previous paper about a complex harmonic oscillator [2] and in the present paper the such version of a new method is considered. A more fundamental solution of the negative norm problem is presented in [3] .
The third objection concerned renormalization problems that even if to exclude a constant in the unperturbed Hamiltonian, the interactions will give a divergent contribution to the vacuum energy, especially, if to take into account quantum effects of gravitation. As shown in [2] and it will be considered in the present paper also, most promptly growing contributions to the vacuum energy -the zero-point fluctuations and first order contributions -disappear thanks to C-symmetry requirements.
Notice, that instead of a causal propagator, the discrete symmetries formally allow us to use the retired and advanced propagators, disappearing beyond the light cone and less singular at zero, which physically more attractive.
At last, any controversy has been terminated by the last argument, that though there are no special objections against a new method as a formalism, but the zero-point fluctuations of fields should be real at least because of the uncertainty relations and that this is a strong requirement of quantum mechanics. This is fourth objection after which the new method has been treated as a mathematical trick not having a physical meaning.
The answer to this last objection, given in the previous paper [2] , is that the and does not fluctuate. Then the (unperturbed) vacuum of relativistic fields is analogous to an external field, the energy density of which does not fluctuate and is defined by a classical Hamiltonian.
In the present paper the new method is applied to quantization of a complex relativistic scalar field. In the first section the canonical formalism for the field is presented. Thus, it appears that the operators This identity then leads to vanishing of a zero-point charge and a zero-point energy of vacuum and first order contributions also (section 3). In section 4 the invariant propagators of the field are discussed.
Canonical formalism for a complex scalar field
In the theory of relativistic fields positive-and negative-frequency states appear in a symmetric form and, as a result, the number of degrees of freedom of a relativistic field appears doubled in comparison with the same nonrelativistic field. One of ways of the account of this doubling of degrees of freedom is the representation of the relativistic field as a complex field.
Lagrangian of a complex scalar field
gives the canonical momenta 
Notice, that at including of interaction with gauge fields different orderings lead to different charge operators. Here we will use the standard ordering as in (3)-(4). The field equations for the complex field:
have the general solutions with both positive-and negative-frequency modes: At quantization the equal time commutators should be introduced:
In the present paper we exclude the negative-frequency operators, as it is accepted in the standard quantum theory of relativistic fields, by introducing a positive-frequency operator * k  instead of an annihilation operator k a  of negativefrequency quanta. As a result, two forms of quanta with opposite signs of frequency will be presented as two forms of quanta with opposite charges. Then, the frequency decomposition of fields takes the standard form:
,. 
The Hamiltonian (4) then takes a form:
Here the operator product 
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Symmetries of a complex field and their consequences
In the system described by a complex field with a Lagrangian (3) there is a global (1) U symmetry:
with conserved charge 0 t Q  . Here Q is the charge operator defined as:
which after the frequency decomposition of fields takes a form:
Notice, that we use the standard ordering and do not consider more complicated forms of ordering. Since two forms of quanta have the same masses and different charges, there is the symmetry under the charge conjugation (C) transformation at which the Hamiltonian is invariant and the charge changes a sign:
Since the complex field is presented as a set of independent complex oscillators, the C-symmetry requirements are valid for each of oscillators separately:
The existence of this symmetry operation leads to the existence of the operators which are charge-conjugate to earlier introduced ones:
with commutators:
The creation-annihilation operators kk kk a n n n a n n n b n n n b n n n 
Further, the C-symmetry requirements (16) we write in details as:
and then obtain two constraint equations for the bilinear operator products:
By adding and subtracting these equalities, two products of auxiliary ,.
These operator identities are those restrictions which put on the system the existence of the C-symmetry. Further, by substituting these relations into the expressions for the Hamiltonian (11) and the charge (14), we obtain the final result:
Thus, a nontrivial fact is that the creation-annihilation operators of ,,
means, according to (25),
, which after the charge conjugation lead to
. Since the creation-annihilation operators cannot commutate, hence, the hypothesis (27) and the C-symmetry requirements (16) are incompatible. Thus, the usual approach in fact means a failure from the C-symmetry requirements.
Contrary to the such approach leading to internal inconsistencies in the theory, we strongly follow the C-symmetry requirements (16) and reject unreasonable Thus, the energy and the charge of vacuum of the free relativistic field vanish due to the charge-conjugation symmetry of the system. In the following section we will consider, how the self-interaction of a scalar field contribute to the vacuum energy. The contribution to the vacuum energy in the first order of perturbation theory is given by the matrix element:
The vacuum
This matrix element is described by the diagram of "butterfly" type and, since the field operators commutate at the same spacetime point, the matrix elements from all other orderings of the field operators also disappear.
Thus, in the first order of perturbation theory there are no contributions to the vacuum energy from self-interaction of the complex scalar field.
Notice, that contributions to the vacuum energy of the one-particle states of some "bubble" type diagrams also disappear:
The such contributions and loop diagrams will be considered in further papers.
Propagators for a complex scalar field
The causal propagator for a scalar field in the standard treatment has been defined as a vacuum expectation from the chronological product of fields:
In this case in the field operators the hypothesis (27) has been used, which after the momentum decomposition leads to   
Therefore, it is necessary to construct the propagator of the field which takes into account these modifications. For this purpose we will consider all four possible two-point functions of a complex field, using momentum decompositions. The vacuum expectations     
Conclusion
Thus, the C-symmetry restrictions lead to new and nontrivial effect -to the natural normal ordering of the creation-annihilation operators of observables of the complex scalar fields with vanishing of the zero-point energy and the zero-point charge of their vacuum. At including of C-symmetric interactions the vacuum energy also remains equal to zero.
As a propagator of the complex relativistic field formally can be chosen not a causal propagator, as it has been accepted, but the retired and advanced propagators, having more attractive properties from the physical point of view.
The application of the new method of quantization to other relativistic fields will be considered in forthcoming papers.
